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300 Extra Quotations
300 extra quotations have been added to the standard database covering historical/modern quotations, e.g.

"In the fight between you and the world, back the world." Franz Kafka
"Never stand begging for what you have the power to earn." Miguel de Cervantes
"Happiness is good health and a bad memory." Ingrid Bergman
"Millions long for immortality who don't know what to do on a rainy afternoon." Susan Ertz
"Silent gratitude isn't much use to anyone." Gladys Brown Stern
3 Extra Hourly Sounds
3 new hourly sounds are accessible from the Preferences tab. Grandfather Clock, Big Ben and Chime 2 give your hourly
reminders whole new meaning, especially Big Ben where you feel as if you are standing outside the Houses of Parliament
in London! All sounds are high-quality 16-bit wave samples.

4 Extra Alarm Sounds
4 new alarm sounds are accessible from the Preferences tab. Alarm mimics an old-fashioned alarm clock which will
repeat indefinitely until stopped. Laser Beam and Honk and Rooster give very distinctive sounds to ensure you never
miss that important alarm call. All sounds are high-quality 16-bit wave samples. Remember that you can add your own
hourly sounds or alarm sounds by using the User Sound option from Preferences tab and selecting your wave (.WAV) file.

Large Scale Time Zone/World Map
In the Location screen you can now view and pan with the mouse a large-scale map of the whole world which shows all
current time-zones. There is a choice of two sizes of viewing screen which you can easily swap between so that the times
of each of your 8 chosen cities can still be viewed.

Nature 2 Image Pack
The Nature 2 Image pack consists of 12 stunning images from nature - one image for each calendar month.

Nature 3 Image Pack
The Nature 3 Image pack adds a further 12 stunning images from nature.

Moon Phases Background Images
Change the look of your Moon Phases tab with either of these two stunning high resolution images of the Apollo Moon
missions courtesy of NASA.

Events Background Images
Change the look of your Events tab with these calming images of nature-guaranteed to make you want to go on vacation!

Astronomy Background Images
Change the look of your Astronomy tab with either of these two stunning high resolution images from the Shuttle missions
courtesy of NASA.

The backgrounds to the Moon Phases, Events and Astronomy tabs can be changed via the Preferences tab of Anno
Domini and saved so that new selection is remembered each time you start Anno Domini. These six extra background
images are in addition to those that are already supplied as standard with the shareware distribution of Anno Domini.
You can also use any of your own images as backgrounds as long as they are in the JPEG .JPG file format. When
selecting an image to use as a background, the file dialog will also show you a preview of the image chosen to help you
locate the correct image.

Anno Domini Plus! Pack costs only $6.95 / £4.95 / €5.95.
See www.anno-domini.net for details.

